SAMPLE OF HOMEWORK CHOICE
Les Choix de Devoirs
pour le 6 mai
Français I & II

A. Make up 12 sentences from the current vocab list that could be used as pictionary
B.
C.

D.
E.

clues. Underline the vocabulary word and draw a simple illustration next to each
sentence.
Write a 75 word story in French using your current vocabulary list. You must use at
least 7 vocabulary words. Remember! Your story must have a beginning, a middle
and an end.
Library time! Make arrangements to come to my room during FLEX or Activity
period to READ books from the in-class French library for thirty minutes. You must
write down the names of the books you have read and what percentage of each
book you understood.
Re-write or re-tell a story that we did in class. Be sure to underline the current
vocabulary words that we used. Or, if you want, schedule to come to Madame to retell the story (with notes!).
Check out a children’s book from our in-class library. Read it at home and write a
25-50 word book report in French. Re-tell the story of the book in your own words
(using only words from the vocabulary lists that we have.)

Les Choix de Devoirs
pour le 7 mai
Français III
A. Make up 20 sentences from the current vocab list that could be used as pictionary
clues. Underline the vocabulary word and draw a simple illustration next to each
sentence.
B. Library time! Make arrangements to come to my room during FLEX or Activity
period to READ books from the in-class French library for thirty minutes. You must
write down the names of the books you have read and what percentage of each
book you understood.
C. Tell Madame a story for 1 minute. Think of a story in French using current
vocabulary. Draw pictures in sequence boxes to help keep your thoughts organized.
Tell it to me. Please do NOT write it out beforehand. I’ll know if you’ve only
memorized it!
D. Check out a children’s book from our in-class library. Read it at home and write a
50-75 word book report in French. Re-tell the story of the book in your own words
(using only words you know.)
E. Cultural ABC Book option – turn in a piece of paper with your theme idea on it.

